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What is going well in this course so far that enhances your learning?

Group 1
- Less course reading allows greater focus on individual research
- Listening to other presentations and interacting with others about individual project offers greater insight, particularly into things you may not have thought about
- Briefings at start give you good context and background if you don’t know this going into it
- Cake
- Smaller class size
- Ability to have meetings with staff to get more feedback
- Ownership of topic and assessment
- Discussant
- Environment
- Publishing

Group 2
- The small intimate group not as impersonal as a huge lecture or impersonal tutorial
- A class of ‘high performers’
- A good mix of ‘black letter’ law and critical thinking about policy
- Plenty of opportunity for peer feedback
- The cake is a lovely touch

Group 3
- Comfortable small environment, everyone feels compelled to provide discussion. Andreas and Mel make effort to get to know us personally
- Cake – makes it fun. Breaks up three hours
- Seeing improvement of our research skills already
- Discussion at the end of the presentations are great

Group 4
- Having just the one topic to focus my time on – get to know in depth
- Having a close small group to consult is helpful
- The atmosphere is really positive

Group 5
- Learning how to hone research skills
- Inclusion of peer feedback
- Academic but supportive environment